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We present TANC, a TAN classifier (tree-augmented naive) based on imprecise probabili-
ties. TANC models prior near-ignorance via the Extreme Imprecise Dirichlet Model
(EDM). A first contribution of this paper is the experimental comparison between EDM
and the global Imprecise Dirichlet Model using the naive credal classifier (NCC), with the
aim of showing that EDM is a sensible approximation of the global IDM. TANC is able to
deal with missing data in a conservative manner by considering all possible completions
(without assuming them to be missing-at-random), but avoiding an exponential increase
of the computational time. By experiments on real data sets, we show that TANC is more
reliable than the Bayesian TAN and that it provides better performance compared to pre-
vious TANs based on imprecise probabilities. Yet, TANC is sometimes outperformed by
NCC because the learned TAN structures are too complex; this calls for novel algorithms
for learning the TAN structures, better suited for an imprecise probability classifier.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Classification is the problem of predicting the class of a given object, on the basis of some attributes (features) of it. A clas-
sical example is the iris problem by Fisher: the goal is to correctly predict the class, i.e., the species of Iris on the basis of four
features (the length and the width of sepal and petal). In the Bayesian framework, classification is accomplished by updating
a prior density (representing the beliefs before analyzing the data) with the likelihood (modeling the evidence coming from
the data), in order to compute a posterior density over the classes, which is then used to select the most probable class.

The naive Bayes classifier (NBC) [1] is based on the ‘‘naive” assumption of stochastic independence of the features given
the class; since the real data generation mechanism generally does not satisfy such condition, this introduces a severe bias in
the probabilities estimated by NBC. Yet, at least under the 0–1 loss, NBC performs surprisingly well [1,2]. Reasons for this
phenomenon have been provided, among others, by Friedman [3], who proposed an approach to decompose the misclassi-
fication error into bias error and variance error; the bias error represents how closely the classifier approximates the target
function, while the variance error reflects the sensitivity of the parameters of the classifier to the training sample. Low bias
and low variance are two conflicting objectives; for instance, NBC has high bias (because of the unrealistic independence
assumption) but low variance, since it requires to estimate only a few parameters. The point was clearly made also by
Domingos and Pazzani [1] who commented about NBC and C4.5 (a classifier with lower bias but higher variance than NBC’s):
‘‘A classifier with high bias and low variance will tend to produce lower zero-one loss than one with low bias and high variance,
because only the variance’s effect will be felt. In this way, the naive Bayesian classifier can often be a more accurate classifier than
C4.5, even if in the infinite-sample limit the latter would provide a better approximation. This effect should be especially visible at
smaller sample sizes, since variance decreases with sample size. Indeed, Kohavi [4] has observed that the Bayesian classifier tends to
outperform C4.5 on smaller data sets, and conversely for larger ones”.
. All rights reserved.
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Therefore, NBC can be accurate on small and medium data sets, but is then generally outperformed by more complex (i.e.,
less biased) classifiers on large data sets. A way to reduce the NBC bias is to relax the independence assumption using a more
complex graph, like TAN (tree-augmented naive Bayes) [5]. In particular, TAN can be seen as a Bayesian network where each
feature has the class as parent, and possibly also a feature as second parent. In fact, TAN is a compromise between general
Bayesian networks, whose structure is learned without constraints and NBC, whose structure is determined in advance to be
naive (i.e., each feature has the class as the only parent). TAN has been shown to outperform both general Bayesian networks
and naive Bayes [5,6]. However the advantage of TAN over NBC is especially important on medium and large data sets, as
predicted by the bias–variance analysis.

In this paper we develop a credal version of TAN; the main characteristic of credal classifiers is that they return more
classes when faced with a prior-dependent instance, i.e., when the most probable class of the instance varies with the
prior adopted to induce the classifier. Credal classifiers face prior-dependent instances by returning a set of classes
instead of a fragile single class, thus preserving reliability. They are based on a set of priors rather than on a single prior,
which removes the arbitrariness involved in the choice of any single prior. The set of priors is modeled using the Impre-
cise Dirichlet Model (IDM) [7]. The IDM satisfies a number of properties which are desirable to model prior ignorance
[8].1

Two IDM variants have been adopted in credal classifiers: the global and the local one. The global IDM allows to compute
narrower intervals for upper and lower probabilities, but poses challenging computational problems. In fact, tractable algo-
rithms for exactly computing upper and lower probabilities with the global IDM exist for the naive credal classifier [9], but
not for general credal networks. On the other hand, the local IDM returns probability intervals which can be unnecessarily
wide, but can be easily computed for any network structure.

Recently, the EDM (Extreme Dirichlet Model) [10] has been introduced, which restricts the global IDM to the extreme
distributions. The intervals returned by the EDM are included (inner approximation) in the intervals returned by the global
IDM. Interestingly, the EDM enables an easier computation of upper and lower probabilities, compared to the global IDM.
Yet, the EDM has not been tested in classification; a first contribution of this paper is a thorough test of the EDM, carried
out using the NCC: in particular, we have compared the ‘‘original” NCC of [9], based on the global IDM against NCC based
on the EDM (NCC-EDM). The results show that NCC and NCC-EDM identically classify the large majority of instances, thus
supporting the introduction of the EDM in credal classifiers as sensible and computationally tractable approximation of the
global IDM.

However, besides prior ignorance, there is another kind of ignorance involved in the process of learning from data: igno-
rance about the missingness process. Usually, classifiers ignore missing data; this entails the idea that the missingness pro-
cess (MP) is non-selective in producing missing data, i.e., it is MAR (missing-at-random [11]). However, assuming MAR cannot
be regarded as an objective approach if one is ignorant about the MP. By the term nonMAR we indicate not only that we
cannot assume MAR, but more generally that we have no information about the MP. According to the Conservative Updating
Rule [12,13], in order to deal conservatively with nonMAR missing data, it is necessary to consider all the possible replace-
ments for missing data. The latest version of the naive credal classifier [14] does so.

In this paper we present TANC, a credal TAN which (a) models prior ignorance via the EDM and (b) treats missing data as
nonMAR, by therefore considering all possible replacements. However, while the number of possible completions increase
exponentially with the total number of missing data, the computational complexity of TANC remains affordable thanks to
optimized algorithms. For the moment, TANC efficiently deals with nonMAR missing data in the training set; missing data
in the test instance need to be completed in all possible ways, and thus the time increases exponentially in the number of
such missing data. We leave for future work the development of an algorithm to deal efficiently with missing data in the test
instance.

A credal TAN was already proposed in [15]; we refer to that algorithm as TANC*. TANC* was based on the local IDM (prob-
ably because of the difficulties to compute the global IDM) and returned a considerably large number of indeterminate clas-
sifications [15]. Moreover, TANC* did not deal with nonMAR missing data.

We thoroughly evaluate TANC by experiments on 45 data sets; we compare TANC against the Bayesian TAN, showing
that the accuracy of TAN sharply drops on the instances which are indeterminately classified by TANC. Then, we compare
TANC with TANC*, via some metrics introduced in [16] to compare credal classifiers. In fact, TANC outperforms TANC*; in
particular, it is less indeterminate than TANC*, discovering some instances which can be safely classified with a single class
and which were classified indeterminately by TANC*. Then, we compare TANC with NCC. It turns out that TANC is outper-
formed by NCC on several data sets; the reason is that the TAN structure (learned using a traditional MDL algorithm) is
sometimes too complex, causing TANC to become excessively indeterminate. We think that a novel algorithm for discover-
ing the TAN structure may significantly improve the TANC performance by designing parameter-parsimonious structures; it
could for instance use imprecise probabilities to cautiously decide whether to assign the second parent to a feature or not.
However, there are also a few data sets where TANC does outperform NCC; they contain correlated variables and many in-
stances, as predicted by the bias–variance analysis. Eventually, we present some preliminary results with nonMAR missing
data; the performance of TANC in these cases is quite close to that of NCC (the only other classifier able to deal with nonMAR
missing data).
1 More precisely, near-ignorance; full ignorance is not compatible with learning, as shown in Section 7.3.7 of Walley [7].
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2. Notation

A credal network is characterized by (a) a directed acyclic graph G, whose nodes are associated to a set of discrete random
variables X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xmg and by (b) a set K of multinomial distributions so that each p 2 K factorizes as pðXÞ ¼

Q
ipðXijPiÞ,

where Pi denotes the parents of Xi (the factorization can be read as every variable is conditionally independent of its non-
descendants given its parents).2

In the particular case of classification using a naive or a TAN structure, the class variable C is the only root of the network,
i.e., the only node with no parents; there are then several feature variables Y ¼ X n C. The state space of each variable X 2 X
is denoted XX, while a state space for a subset X #X is the Cartesian product XX ¼

Q
X2XXX . For instance, the state space of

the class is denoted as XC and the state space for all the features is XY . Assignments are specified by lowercase letters, such
as xi 2 XXi

, pi 2 XPi
(an assignment to all parents of Xi) or y 2 XY (an assignment to all features). An assignment y with a set

of variables as subscript, such as yX, denotes the projection (or restriction) of that assignment to the variables in the subscript
set X #X , that is, yX 2XX. We further denote by Ki the set of children of Xi, and by r(i) all the descendants of Xi (not includ-
ing itself).

The training data set D contains n instances x 2 XX . We denote by dz = {x 2 D, z 2XY:z = xY} the subset of instances of D
that have the observations of variables Y equal to the assignment z. Under this notation, nz = |dz| is the number of instances
that are compatible with Y = z. We allow the training data set to contain missing values, that is, for each instance x some of
its elements may be absent. However, we assume the class label to be always present. A completion of an instance x is an
assignment to the missing values such that x becomes complete. A completion of the data set is a completion for all its in-
stances. We denote by dX a possible realization of the training data set (i.e., the observed values plus a possible realization for
missing data, if any). In the same way, dX, with X #X , is a realization of the data set restricted to the variables X #X .

3. Credal classification

Learning in the Bayesian framework means to update a prior density (representing the beliefs before analyzing the data)
with the likelihood (modeling the evidence coming from the data), in order to compute a posterior density, which can then
be used to take decisions. In classification, the goal is to compute p(C|y), i.e., the posterior probability of the classes given the
values y of the features in the test instance.3

However, especially on small data sets, Bayesian classifiers might return prior-dependent classifications, i.e., they might
identify a different class as the most probable one, depending on the adopted prior. Yet, the choice of any single prior entails
some arbitrariness and such classifications are therefore fragile. Moreover, often one needs to learn entirely from data with-
out modeling domain knowledge; this is often the case in data mining. The problem is usually faced by choosing a uniform
prior, in the attempt of being non-informative; yet, it can be argued that the uniform prior models indifference rather than
ignorance [7, Section 5.5.1]. In fact, the uniform prior implies a very precise statement about the equal probability of the dif-
ferent states, which can lead to unsafe conclusions if their effective distribution is far from uniform and the sample size is not
large enough to cancel the effect of the prior.

Credal classifiers consider a set of prior densities (prior credal set), instead of a unique prior; in this way, they model prior
ignorance. The prior credal set (usually modeled by the IDM) is then turned into a set of posteriors by element-wise appli-
cation of Bayes’ rule.

Because we deal with sets of densities, a decision criterion must come in place to perform the classification. Under the
maximality [7] criterion, class c1 dominates class c2 if p(c1) is larger than p(c2) for all the densities in the set. More precisely,
given the values y of the features, c1 dominates c2 iff: ½minp2Kðpðc1jyÞ � pðc2jyÞÞ > 0�, where we have denoted by K the pos-
terior credal set.

Credal classifiers return the classes that are non-dominated; for a given instance, there can be one or more non-dominated
classes. In the first case, the classification is determinate; in the latter, indeterminate. In fact, credal classifiers distinguish
hard-to-classify instances (which are prior-dependent and require more classes to be safely classified), from easy-to-classify
ones (which can be safely classified with a single class). The set of non-dominated classes is detected by pairwise compar-
isons, as shown in Fig. 1.

4. Variants of the Imprecise Dirichlet Model

Credal classifiers usually adopt the IDM to model the prior credal set. In the following we show the differences between
three IDM variants (local, global, and EDM). Let us consider the credal network C ? F; it requires the definition of the credal
sets K(C) and K(F|C). We denote as c and f generic states of C and F, respectively. We denote by hc, f the unknown chances (i.e.,
the physical probability) of the multinomial joint distribution of C and F, by hf|c the chance of F = f conditional on c and by hc

the chance of C = c. We denote by n the total number of instances; by nc the counts of class c and by ncf the counts of
instances where C ¼ c and F ¼ f ; by n the set of sufficient statistics (counts) extracted from the data set. For a variable X
2 The definition of a credal network may vary depending on the independence concept being used.
3 The probability should be written more precisely as p(C|D,y), since the classifier has been learned on the training set D. Yet, the dependence on D is omitted

to keep a lighter notation.



Fig. 1. Identification of non-dominated classes via pairwise comparisons.
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(be it the class C or the feature F), PðXÞ denotes a probability mass function over all the states x 2 X, while PðxÞ denotes the
probability of X ¼ x. We moreover denote as a the parameters of the joint Dirichlet prior over C and F.

Let us consider the computation of the marginal probability p(c) in the precise Bayesian setting. The prior probability p(hC)
is a Dirichlet distribution ð/

Q
ch

ac�1
c Þ. A precise value of ac is specified for each class, respecting the constraints "c:ac > 0 andP

cac ¼ s, where s can be regarded as the number of hidden samples (or hidden instances) and ac as the proportion of hidden
samples having value c. The likelihood is proportional to

Q
ch

nc
c ; the posterior, obtained by multiplying prior and likelihood,

has the same form of the prior (i.e., it is a Dirichlet density), but with coefficients ac replaced by ac + nc. The probability of
state c, computed by taking expectation over the posterior density, is:
4 EDM
pðcjn; s;aÞ ¼ nc þ ac

nþ s
: ð1Þ
Now, we move to imprecise probabilities. Both the local and the global IDM allow each parameter ac to vary within the
interval (0,s), under the constraint

P
cac ¼ s. The credal set K(hc) contains therefore all the Dirichlet densities which satisfy

"c:ac > 0 and
P

cac ¼ s. Both the local and the global IDM estimate the probability p(c) as ranging inside the interval:
pðcjn; s;aÞ ¼ nc

nþ s
;
nc þ s
nþ s

� �
; ð2Þ
thus defining the credal set K(C). The EDM restricts the possible priors to the extremes of the IDM; it allows each ac to take
only the extreme values of 0 or s (always under the constraint

P
cac ¼ s), dropping therefore the intermediate distributions.

The EDM returns two possible values for pðcjn; s;aÞ : nc
nþs and ncþs

nþs , i.e., the two extremes of Eq. (2). The EDM assumes in fact
that the s hidden instances have the same value of C, and that there is ignorance about which value it is. The credal set K(C)
built by the EDM contains as many distributions as the number of states c.

Let us now focus on the computation of conditional probabilities. We have to introduce the parameters acf, which can be
regarded as the proportion of hidden instances having state c for C and f for F. The local IDM lets the acf vary between 0 and s,
under the constraints 8c :

P
f acf ¼ s. It estimates the conditional probabilities analogously to formula (2):
pðf jc;n; s;aÞ ¼ ncf

nc þ s
;
ncf þ s
nc þ s

� �
; ð3Þ
thus defining the conditional credal set K(F|C). The local IDM produces a local credal set K(f|c) for each c; such credal sets are
independent both from each other and from K(C). The network is therefore locally and separately specified.

The global IDM is based, for each c and f, on a prior credal set for the joint chance hc, f; each prior of the credal set factorizes
as p(hc, f) = p(hc)p(hf|c). Yet, given a certain p(hC) (defined by a set of ac), only certain p(hf|c) factorize as required, namely those
satisfying the constraint 8c :

P
f acf ¼ ac .

For a specific choice of ac, the global IDM estimates the conditional pðf jc;n; s;aÞ as:
pðf jc;n; s;aÞ ¼ ncf

nc þ ac
;
ncf þ ac

nc þ ac

� �
: ð4Þ
Because of the constraints existing between the credal set of marginal and conditional distributions, the network is not lo-
cally neither separately specified. The global IDM, when applied to a credal network, estimates narrower posterior intervals
than the local IDM and leads to less indeterminacy in classification. Yet, the computation of upper and lower joint probabil-
ities becomes more difficult, as it cannot be done locally; the NCC is to our knowledge the only case where the computation
of upper and lower probabilities is known to be tractable under the global IDM. The local IDM returns wider intervals but
enables a much easier computation, because it manages independently the parameters of the different credal sets.

The EDM, which restricts the prior to the extreme distributions of the IDM, allows the coefficients ac f to assume only two
values: 0 or ac, always under the constraint 8c :

P
f acf ¼ ac inherited from the global IDM. When applied to a single variable,

the EDM extremes correspond to the same extremes of the global IDM; however, when applied to a credal network, it returns
intervals4 that are included (or at most equivalent) in the intervals computed by the global IDM [10]. For a credal network, the
returns only extremes. In the explanations, we denote the interval of EDM as the interval induced by such extremes.



Table 1
Percentage of instances where NCC detects a different set of non-dominated classes, when IDM or EDM is used.

Data set Different classifications (%) Data set Different classifications (%)

anneal 0.0 labor 0.0
audiology 22.6 letter 0.0
autos 1.0 lymphography 0.0
balance-scale 0.0 pasture 0.0
breast-cancer 0.0 segment 0.0
credit-rating 0.0 soybean 1.2
german_credit 0.0 squash-stored 0.0
grub-damage 0.0 squash-unstored 0.0
heart-statlog 0.0 white-clover 0.0
hepatitis 0.0 wisc-breast-cancer 0.0
hung-heart 0.0 zoo 0.0
iris 0.0
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EDM in fact models the s hidden instances as s identical rows of missing data; the ignorance (which generates the credal set) is
about the values they contain.

5. IDM vs. EDM: empirical comparison on NCC

The EDM still lacks an experimental validation, as recognized also by Cano et al. [10]. To test the EDM in classification, we
have implemented NCC with the EDM (NCC-EDM) and then we have compared it with the traditional NCC, based on the glo-
bal IDM. We have performed the experiments by reworking the code of the open-source JNCC2 software [17].

NCC-EDM adopts a restricted credal set compared to NCC; therefore, it generally detects a higher minimum when check-
ing credal-dominance between c1 and c2 : ½minp2Kðpðc1jyÞ � pðc2jyÞÞ > 0�. If the minimum found by NCC is <0 while the
minimum found by NCC-EDM is >0, NCC-EDM detects credal-dominance and drops c2 from the non-dominated classes, while
NCC retains c2 as non-dominated. Yet, this does not necessarily affect the final set of non-dominated classes: NCC could later
find that c2 is dominated by a say c3, and then drop c2 from the non-dominated classes. However, if this does not happen, the
two classifiers return different sets of non-dominated classes.

We have compared the classifications issued by NCC and NCC-EDM on 23 data sets from the UCI repository [18]5; the
results are reported in Table 1. On 22 data sets out of 23, the percentage of credal-dominance tests which receive a different
answer from NCC-EDM and NCC is smaller than 1.2%; the percentage of instances over which the two models return a different
set of non-dominated classes is about 0.01%. The overall number of credal-dominance tests performed by each classifier is in the
order of 106, while the total number of classified instances is in the order of 105.

However, on the audiology data set, NCC and NCC-EDM do return different sets of non-dominated classes in about 23% of
the instances. The data set has 226 instances, 69 features and many classes (24); several classes are observed only once or
twice and moreover most features have very skewed distributions (e.g., nf0 ¼ 224; nf1 ¼ 2). Therefore, the contingency tables
contain many counts that are 0, which then highlight the difference between the two models of prior ignorance. It is reason-
able that, under such peculiar conditions, the two models of ignorance lead to different classifications. Still, we can conclude
that NCC-EDM is a close approximation of NCC.

6. Tree-augmented naive credal classifier

The TAN structure has the characteristic that each feature has at least C as parent and at most one other parent consti-
tuted by another feature; this definition actually allows forest of trees. TANC is constituted by a credal network over a TAN
graph. As described in Section 3, TANC must conduct pairwise comparison to detect credal-dominance; for every comparison
between two classes, the dominance test must consider (a) all possible completions of the training data (because missing
data of the training set are nonMAR) and (b) all prior densities belonging to the EDM. The credal-dominance condition
can be rewritten as:
5 http
min
dX ;a
ðpðc1jyÞ � pðc2jyÞÞ > 0; ð5Þ
because the distributions p 2 K are completely defined by dX and a. Using the fact that p(y) is positive and does not affect the
sign of the formula, we obtain
min
dX ;a
ðpðyjc1Þpðc1Þ � pðyjc2Þpðc2ÞÞ > 0: ð6Þ
://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/.

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
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Under the EDM, the parameters aC ¼ fac1 ;ac2g can only take the two extreme values fac1 ¼ s;ac2 ¼ 0g and fac1 ¼ 0;
ac2 ¼ sg. We compute Eq. (6) for each of these two configurations, which removes any dependency between p(c1) and
p(c2) (as there are no missing values in the class), obtaining
pðc1Þ � min
d

c1
Y ;ac1

pðyjc1Þ
 !

� pðc2Þ � max
d

c2
Y ;ac2

pðyjc2Þ
 !

> 0; ð7Þ
which is possible because p(y|c1) only depends on the a’s related to the class c1 (which we denote ac1 ) and on the data of
instances with class c1, while p(y|c2) depends on ac2 and counts from instances with class c2 (dc1

Y and dc2
Y are obviously dis-

joint – the values ac1 ;ac2 related to C itself are actually fixed because the expression is evaluated for each configuration). The
final answer is obtained by taking the minimum of the left-hand of Expression (7) among the two attempts.

We illustrate the execution of the TANC by using the simple example of Fig. 2. The example has C as class and E, F, G as
features (do not consider the dashed part containing H at first). For ease of expose, we suppose that the data set is complete
and we denote as ncxz the number of instances having c, z and x as states for the class and the generic nodes Z and its parent X,
respectively. The value of the features in the test instance are y = (e, f,g). Let �e;�f ; �g be, respectively, the states of E, F, G that are
not in y. Given a class state C = c, suppose our target is to obtain mindc

Y ;ac
pðyjcÞ ¼minac pðyjcÞ (the maximization would be

analogous). In the EDM, there are two cases for consideration: ac = 0 and ac = s. We suppose that ac = s, as the computation
with ac = 0 is very simple (the minimization vanishes), because the data are complete and the solution would become the
frequencies.

It is worth noting that the EDM works in the same way as including a hidden instance of weight s where all the variables
are missing. ac = s is equivalent to setting the class of this hidden instance to c. The parameters acxz 2 {0,s} correspond to the
EDM counts for X, Z, that is, acxz = s exactly when the EDM hidden instance is completed with X = x and Z = z, and zero other-
wise. There are parameters acxz for every variable Z and parent X and every state z, x. Under the hidden instance analogy for
the EDM, the minimization is done over the possible completions of that hidden instance, which induce the values ac (here ac

means all a’s related to class c). Because of the factorization properties of the network, we have:
min
ac

pðyjcÞ ¼min
ac

pðejcÞ � pðf je; cÞ � pðgjf ; cÞð Þ ¼ min
ac

nce þ ace

nc þ s
� ncef þ acef

nce þ ace
� ncfg þ acfg

ncf þ acf

� �
; ð8Þ
subject to the EDM constraints:
X
z

acxz ¼ acx;
X

x

acxz ¼ acz;
X

xz

acxz ¼ s; 8xz : acxz 2 f0; sg:
If we were dealing with the maximization instead of the minimization, there is a simple way to solve the optimization of Eq.
(8): s = ace = acef = acfg achieves the maximum value (to show that this solution is always right, we just apply the following
property throughout: v1

v2
6

v1þk
v2þk if k > 0 and v1

v2
6 1, which implies that choosing all a’s equal to s in Eq. (8) is the best option).

However, we cannot do a similar straightforward idea for the minimization. For instance, if we try to separately minimize the
numerator and maximize the denominator, then we would have to set acf = s, acef = 0 and acfg = 0 (in this example the value
assigned to ace cancels out between the first and second fraction, so it can be set to zero), and this would imply that acg must
be equal to zero, because ac�f g 6 ac�f ¼ 0 and acg ¼ acfg þ ac�f g . Therefore, an eventual TANC with the extra node H (the dashed
part) would not be able to maximize the denominator of pðhjg; cÞ ¼ ncghþacgh

ncgþacg
by setting acg = s, and thus we cannot separately

maximize the denominators while minimizing the numerators (such naive idea only works if there are up to three features,
but it does not necessarily work with four features or more).

The previous discussion justifies the need of a specialized algorithm that is able to select how to fill the elements ac

appropriately to minimize the probability of the features given the class. A straightforward approach would take all possible
exponential completions of the hidden instance (if we have m features, there would be 2m possible completions), but fortu-
nately there is a much faster idea that makes use of a decomposition property: if we fix the completion of a feature F, the
completions of the children of F can be done independently of the completions of the ancestors. In view of this characteristic,
it is possible to devise a bottom-up algorithm over the tree of features that computes the minimization locally to each node
by assuming that the parent’s missing data are already completed (in fact, the computation is done for each parent comple-
tion, like in a dynamic programming idea). The local computation at an intermediate node Xj computes /Xj

ðacyj
Þ ¼

minac pðyrðjÞjyj; cÞ, for every acyj
(yj 2 Xj is the observed state of Xj in the test instance and yr(j) are the observed states of

all descendants of Xj in the test instance). We first explain the algorithm by using the same example. We start from the leaf
Fig. 2. Simple example of TAN structure.
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G, where by definition /G(acg) = 1 (because G has no children). Then we process the node F, where the minimization is com-
puted for each completion of F, over all its children (in this example only G) as
/Fðacf ¼ sÞ ¼min
ac

pðgjf ; cÞ � /GðacgÞ
� �

¼min
acfg

ncfg þ acfg

ncf þ s
� 1

� �
¼ ncfg þ 0

ncf þ s
;

/Fðacf ¼ 0Þ ¼min
ac

pðgjf ; cÞ � /GðacgÞ
� �

¼ ncfg þ 0
ncf þ 0

� 1 ¼ ncfg

ncf
;

(note that acfg 6 acf, so it becomes zero when acf = 0). At this stage, /F(acf) equals to minac pðgjf ; cÞ, that is, the probability of
the descendants of F (which is just G) given itself and the class. With these two values calculated, we proceed up in the tree
to process E, again for each completion:
/Eðace ¼ sÞ ¼min
ac

pðf je; cÞ � /Fðacf Þ
� �

¼ min
acef ;acf

ncef þ acef

nce þ s
� /Fðacf Þ

� �
;

subject to the EDM constraints, and thus the minimization can be tackled by inspecting the possible pairs (acf,a-
cef) 2 {(s,s), (0,0)} (the pair (0,s) is impossible because acf P acef and the pair (s,0) is impossible because ace = s and acef = 0
imply acf = 0), and
/Eðace ¼ 0Þ ¼min
ac

pðf je; cÞ � /Fðacf Þ
� �

¼ ncef þ 0
nce þ 0

�min
acf

/Fðacf Þ;
(ace = 0 implies that acef = 0) which is done by inspecting acf 2 {0,s}. Here, /E(ace) equals to minac pðf ; gje; cÞ (the descendants
of E are F and G). The final step over the class obtains the desired result:
/Cð�Þ ¼min
ac

pðejcÞ � /EðaceÞð Þ ¼min
ace

nce þ ace

nc þ s
� /EðaceÞ

� �
;

which is done by inspecting ace 2 {0,s} and equals to minac pðe; f ; gjcÞ (the descendants of C are all the features). This last step
is performed just for the case where ac = s, as it is assumed in this example.

Because we take the Extreme IDM as model for the priors, a only assumes extreme values. As already mentioned, it is
possible to tackle the problem by introducing a new instance of weight s to the training set that is completely missing. Be-
cause this new hidden instance of missing values has also missing class, it could introduce a dependence between the min-
imization and the maximization of Eq. (7). However, it suffices to solve the optimization for every possible completion of the
missing value of the class in this hidden instance (there are just two extremes). Thus we calculate, for every completion of
the class in the hidden instance, the equation
pðc1Þ �min
d

c1
Y

pðyjc1Þ � pðc2Þ �max
d

c2
Y

pðyjc2Þ: ð9Þ
The minimization and the maximization are over every possible completion of the data (including the hidden instance,
which now has a known class). Eq. (9) differs from Eq. (7) in the sense that there is no a anymore. The EDM is processed
by the additional hidden instance, and that is automatically resolved by the possible completions of the data. Using this
property, we can use the very same idea to treat nonMAR missing data, as well as the EDM. For that reason, we describe
an algorithm to compute Eq. (9) instead of Eq. (7) and we let the hidden instance and its completions to take care of the
EDM. Differently from the example just discussed, the intermediate values of the algorithm (those computed by the func-
tions /) are not described in terms of a’s, but in terms of the possible completions of the data, which already accounts
for the a’s. Apart from that, the algorithm works just as in the previous example. The description of the algorithm is given
in Fig. 3. Technical details and its correctness are presented in Appendix A.

We point out that, if the data set is complete, the only missing data that must be processed by the algorithm are those
introduced by the hidden instance (for the treatment of the EDM). In such case, the complexity of the method is clearly linear
in the input size, as there is a constant number of computations by variable (there are only two ways of completing the data
by variable). In the presence of missing data, the idea spends exponential time in the number of missing data of two linked
variables, which is already much better than an overall exponential but still slow for data sets with many missing values.
Using extra caches and dynamic programming, it might be possible to further reduce this complexity to exponential in
the number of missing values of a single variable.

When a count ncyiyj
(for the class C = c, Xi = yi and its parent Xj = yj) is zero, there are no observations for estimating the

conditional probability P(yi|c, yj), which generates a sharp zero during the minimization of (6); therefore, p(c1|y) in Eq. (6)
goes to 0 as well, preventing c1 to dominate any other class, regardless the information coming from all the remaining fea-
tures. By adding an artificial epsilon to the counts ncyiyj

, we avoid a single feature to lead the posterior probability of a class to
zero. Such a strategy improves the empirical accuracy of both NCC and TANC, although it is more important in the second
case, as the TAN structure is more complex and faces zero counts more frequently (for instance, a single zero count for a state
of a variable with children is enough to make all the corresponding parameters of the children vacuous, as there are no data
to learn them).



Fig. 3. Algorithm to compute Eq. (9).
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7. Experiments

We have performed experiments on 45 UCI data sets, covering a wide spectrum of number of instances (24–12960), fea-
tures (1–69) and classes (2–24). The performance has been measured via 10-fold cross-validation. Since our classifiers (like
the standard Bayesian networks) need discrete features, we have discretized the numerical features using supervised discret-
ization [19]. We have compared TANC against three competitors: (1) the Bayesian TAN; (2) TANC* (i.e., the TAN based on
imprecise probabilities proposed in [15]); (3) NCC. The details are given in Appendix B.

The overall performance of a credal classifier is fully characterized by four indicators, as explained in [14]:

� determinacy, i.e., the percentage of instances determinately classified;
� single-accuracy, i.e., the accuracy on the determinately classified instances;
� set-accuracy, i.e., the accuracy on the indeterminately classified instances;
� indeterminate output size: the average number of classes returned on the indeterminately classified instances.

Note that set-accuracy and indeterminate output size are meaningful only if the data set has more than two classes.
However, how to compare a credal and a precise classifier is still an open problem. Following the approach of [14], we

compare TANC and TAN by just evaluating separately the accuracy of TAN on the instances classified determinately and inde-
terminately by TANC. The rationale is that, if TANC is good at separating hard-to-classify from and easy-to-classify instances,
TAN should be less accurate on the instances indeterminately classified by TANC.

Instead, there are two metrics for comparing credal classifiers, which have been proposed in [16]. The first metric, bor-
rowed from multi-label classification,6 is the discounted-accuracy:
6 The
d-acc ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

ðaccurateÞi
jZij

;

where (accurate)i is a 0–1 variable, showing whether the classifier is accurate or not on the ith instance; |Zi| is the number of
classes returned on the ith instance and N is the number of instances of the test set. However, discounting linearly the accu-
racy on the output size is arbitrary. For example, one could instead discount on |Zi|2.

The non-parametric rank test overcomes this problem. On each instance we rank two classifiers CL1 and CL2 as follows:

� if CL1 is accurate and CL2 inaccurate: CL1 wins;
� if both classifiers are accurate but CL1 returns less classes: CL1 wins (the same for CL2);
� if both classifiers are wrong: tie.
� if both classifiers are accurate with the same output size: tie.
metric is referred to as precision in [20].
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We assign rank 1 to the classifier which wins, rank 2 to the classifier which looses and rank 1.5 to both classifiers in case of
tie. Then, we check via the Friedman test (significance level 5%) whether the difference between the rank of the classifiers is
significant. The rank test is more robust than d-acc, as it does not encode an arbitrary function for the discounting; yet, it
uses less pieces of information and can therefore be less sensitive. Overall, a cross-check of the both indicators is
recommended.
7.1. Overall performance of TANC

In this section, we evaluate the performance of TANC on complete data sets (missing data have been replaced by the mode
for categorical variables, and by the average for numerical ones). On each training-test split of cross-validation, we learn the
TAN structure using an algorithm (imported from the WEKA library [21]) which minimizes the MDL cost function.

In Fig. 4, we present the boxplots (whose population is constituted by the results measured on 45 data sets) of three indi-
cators of performance for TANC. TANC has a quite high determinacy (median around 90%); the determinacy generally in-
creases with the number of instances (large data sets reduce the importance of the prior) and decreases with the number
of classes and features. For example, we have taken the kr–kp data set (3196 instances) and observed monotonically increas-
ing determinacy if we choose, from the 3196 instances, random subsets with 50, 100, 500 and 1000 instances to process (in-
stead of all 3196 instances). The average determinacies (10 random runs for each subset size) are, respectively, 36%, 75%, 95%
and 98%, which support the expected theoretical behavior of as more determinacy as more data. Using a fixed joint distri-
bution generating the data, probability intervals shrink with amount of data, and so determinacy increases. Yet, the speed of
increase of determinacy with data depends on the data distribution: for instance, if a data set is generated from a very
skewed/uneven distribution, determinacy will increase much slower.

We have observed very low determinacy on data sets which are small and contain many classes or features; for instance,
the determinacy is under 20% on audiology (226 instances, 69 features, 24 classes), primary-tumor (339 instances, 17 features,
22 classes) and squash-stored (52 instances, 11 features, 3 classes). Such data sets require the estimation of a considerable
number of parameters (because of the amount of joint states of features and classes) with a limited sample size; yet, the
learned TAN structures do not seem to be aware of this problem, as they assign a second parent (besides the class) to most
features (in principle, the TAN structure can assign or not a second parent to each feature). On audiology, a conditional den-
sity p(F1|f2,c) (where the pair f2, c denotes the joint values of the parents) contains generally two parameters, estimated on
less than five instances. A similar situation is also found on the other mentioned data sets. Also the case of optdigits (5600
instances, 62 features, 10 classes, 10 states per feature) is interesting; despite the large size of the data set, TANC achieves a
Fig. 4. Boxplots of several performance indicators for TANC; the boxplots of determinacy and single-accuracy are computed on 45 data sets; the boxplot of
set-accuracy is computed on 31 data set (the 14 binary data sets have been not considered).
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determinacy of only around 57%. In fact, a generic conditional density p(F1|f2,c) contains on average 10 parameters, esti-
mated on about 50 instances. Yet, since the features have uneven distributions, some densities are estimated on just 10–
15 samples. The joint frequencies induced in the contingency tables are numerically small, causing the indeterminacy of
TANC. In a modified version of the data set, where we have made all features binary, the determinacy of TANC rises up to
98%. The reason for the indeterminacy of TANC on such data sets is therefore a too complex TAN structure with respect to
the amount of data.

The boxplots about single-accuracy and set-accuracy show that TANC is reliable (medians are about 90% and 100%,
respectively). The set-accuracy is especially high, showing that indeterminate classifications do preserve the reliability of
TANC on hard-to-classify instances. On average, TANC returns about 70% of the classes of the problem, when it is indeter-
minate (excluding binary data sets from the computation).

7.2. TANC and TAN

We start the comparison between TANC and TAN by pointing out that the accuracy of TAN drops on average of 28 points
on the instances which are indeterminately classified by TANC. In Fig. 5 we present a scatter plot (each point refers to a data
set) of the accuracy achieved by TAN on the instances classified determinately and indeterminately by TANC. In the follow-
ing, by ‘‘decrease” we mean the decrease of TAN accuracy between instances which are determinately and indeterminately
classified by TANC. A very small decrease is observed on solar-flare-X (98–96.5%); this is due to the fact that the majority class
covers 98% of the instances, which can be seen as baseline for accuracy on this data set. Other data sets where the decrease is
quite small include for instance squash-unstored (93–85%) and grub-damage (56–48%); such data sets have small number of
instances with high number of classes or features; under such situations, as we have already seen, the structures are too
complex and cause TANC to become excessively imprecise. Interestingly, on optdigits the decrease is from 99% to 86% on
the original data set, but from 94% to 47% on the binary version. Otherwise, on data sets with two classes, the accuracy of
TAN on the instances indeterminately classified is comparable to random guessing or even worse (diabetes: 9%; credit:
55%, kr–kp: 40%); however, as the number of classes increases, TAN performs better on the instances indeterminately clas-
sified; this might show that as the number of classes increases, as TANC is more unnecessarily indeterminate.

7.3. TANC and TANC*

Two main differences exist between TANC and TANC*: the model of prior ignorance (TANC adopts the EDM, while TANC*

the local IDM) and the treatment of missing data (TANC* assumes MAR, while TANC assumes nonMAR). We focus on assess-
ing the impact of the model of prior ignorance; to remove the effect of missing data, we work on complete data sets. We did
not implement TANC* in our code; rather, we have compared our results with those published in [15]; although the compar-
ison has to be taken with some cautiousness, the results underlie clear patterns which allow us to draw some conclusions.

We consider the six complete data sets analyzed in [15]. TANC is more determinate than TANC*, as it can be seen from
Fig. 6; on average, the increase of determinacy is of 19 points percentile. This is the result of the smaller credal set built
by the EDM compared to the local IDM. However, the determinacy of the two classifiers is equivalent on kr–kp (around
3200 instances, only binary features), where the role of the prior is not influential.

Moreover, from the indicators reported in [15], we build an approximate estimate of the discounted-accuracy of TANC*, as
follows:
Fig. 5.
 Scatter plot of the accuracies achieved by TAN on the instances determinately and indeterminately classified by TANC; each point refers to a data set.



Fig. 6. TANC vs. TANC*.
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d-acc � determ � singleAcc þ setAcc � ð1� detÞ
ðindOutSzÞ ð10Þ
where the first term is the contribution to d-acc coming from determinately classified instances, and the second term is the
contribution from indeterminately classified ones. The approximation lies in the fact that, for the indeterminately classified
instances, we divide the average accuracy by indOutSz, which is the average output size, instead of dividing accuracy and out-
put size instance by instance and averaging only at the end over all the instances.

The d-acc (computed in the approximated way for both classifiers, to provide a fair comparison) are shown in Fig. 6; TANC
outperforms sensibly TANC* in all data sets, apart from kr–kp, where both classifiers perform the same.
7.4. TANC vs. NCC

Overall, TANC is slightly inferior to NCC, as shown by the scatter plot of the discounted accuracies of the two classifiers
(Fig. 7). The rank test returns 30 ties, 9 wins for NCC and 6 wins for TANC. The data sets where the rank test returns a victory
of NCC include some data sets where the Bayesian TAN is outperformed by NBC (for instance, the already mentioned labor,
contact-lenses, pasture) and which are in general quite small; however, they also include some further data sets where TAN is
as good as, or even better than, NBC. A striking example is the already mentioned optdigits: here TAN is slightly better than
NBC; their average accuracies are 94% and 92%. On this data set, NCC has determinacy 96%, and d-acc of 0.91; on the other
hand, TANC has determinacy only of 57% (the reasons have been already analyzed), achieving a d-acc of 67%. The same pat-
tern (lower d-acc of TANC due to much lower determinacy than NCC) is observed for instance also on lymph.

On the other hand, TANC outperforms NCC on data sets which include correlated variables; for instance, kr–kp, vowel,
monks-1. Moreover, TANC outperforms NCC on the binary version of optdigits.

We recognize that the current implementation of TANC is generally less effective than NCC (although in a few examples it
does outperform NCC), although the Bayesian TAN is generally more accurate than NBC. As already explained, the problem
lies in the learned TAN structures, which should be simpler (i.e., contain less dependencies) to be better suited for a classifier
based on imprecise probabilities. Currently, to our knowledge there are no structure learning methods that are specially de-
signed for credal networks.
Fig. 7. Scatter plot of the d-acc of TANC and NCC.



Table 2
Comparison of TANC and NCC in a few data sets with missing data.

Number of Determinacy (%) D-ACC (%)

Data set Feats Inst. Classes Missing TANC NCC TANC NCC

breast-w 9 350 2 8 97.4 99.4 96.1 96.8
crx 15 345 2 54 84.9 90.1 85.2 84.9
soybean 35 290 19 128 00.0 00.0 13.9 15.7
vote 3 53 2 16 33.6 82.9 66.3 66.5
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7.5. Preliminary results with missing data

In this section, we compare the determinacy and the accuracy of TANC and NCC (in its updated version that is able to deal
with nonMAR missing data [14]) in the presence of missing data. We recall that by nonMAR we indicate ignorance about the
MP, which also implies that MAR cannot be assumed. We consider four data sets, whose characteristics are described in the
first four column of Table 2. We considered the complete data sets and then artificially generate missing values by using a
selective MP that targeted only certain values of the features, that is, for a given feature, we have randomly selected one of its
categories and then removed (at random over the instances that contained that category) some of them. Such procedure
leads to nonMAR missing data. The data are divided into training and testing sets with a 2/3 split (testing set is complete
as we only generate missing values in the training data).

As shown in Table 2, the determinacy of TANC is constantly inferior to that of NCC, and decreases drastically in the vote
data set. In particular, this data set contains several instances where two features, which are interconnected in the TAN
structure, are missing at the same time; this can explain the higher determinacy of NCC compared to TANC. On the other
hand, the discounted-accuracy of TANC in the very same data set remains equivalent to that of NCC, which shows that
TANC was more accurate on deciding which instances are harder (or easier) to classify. In fact, using the vote data set,
TANC has 98.63% of accuracy when it returns a single class, while NCC achieves only 70%. TANC is also more accurate
when answering a single class on breast-w and crx (in the soybean data set, none of them ever answered a single class).
This observation can also be concluded from the fact that TANC was slightly less determinate in all data sets, yet keeping
the d-acc at the same level. TANC achieves slightly better results in the crx data set, slightly worse results in the soybean
data set, and mostly the same accuracy in breast-w and vote. As already discussed in this section, data sets like soybean
with many classes and features (when compared to the amount of data) are more susceptible to indeterminate
classifications.

8. Conclusions

TANC is a new credal classifier based on a tree-augmented naive structure; it treats missing data conservatively by con-
sidering all possible completions of the training set, but avoiding an exponential increase of the computational time. TANC
adopts the EDM as a model of prior ignorance; we have shown that EDM is a reliable and computationally affordable model
of prior near-ignorance for credal classifiers. We have shown that TANC is more reliable than precise TAN (learned with uni-
form prior) and that it obtains better performance compared to a previous TAN model based on imprecise probabilities, but
learned with a local IDM approach; the adoption of EDM overcomes the problem of the unnecessary imprecision induced by
the local IDM, while keeping the computation affordable.

TANC has shown good accuracy when compared to NCC, but overall is still behind NCC’s performance. One main
reason for such results lies on the algorithm to learn the TAN structure. Finding the best TAN structure is a challeng-
ing problem, and has strong impact even for precise classifier. In the case of credal classifiers such as TANC, the struc-
ture must be learned accordingly, that is, the structure learning method must take into account the imprecise nature
of the classifier to build the best structure for such model. Our experiments indicate that a more cautious structure
with respect to that learned for a precise classifier might obtain better performance in the credal version. Unfortu-
nately, learning the structure of a credal network is a hard problem currently without practical solutions, and we
were forced to learn the structure using a standard method that does not take the credal nature of the model into
account.

The TANC classifier has room for many improvements. The treatment of MAR and nonMAR missing data all together,
appearing both in the training and the testing set are the main topics for future work. In order to make TANC less indeter-
minate on incomplete data sets, a solution could be to allow for mixed configurations, in which some features are treated as
MAR and some others are not. This would allow both for a decrease of indeterminacy and for a finer-grained tuning of the
way that missing data are dealt with. Besides that, the computational performance of TANC can also be further improved, for
example, with the use of dynamic programming. Extensions beyond trees are also of interest, but they fall into the need of
fast and accurate inference methods for general credal networks.

A further open problem, of interest in general for credal classification, is the development of metrics to compare credal
classifier and classifiers based on traditional probability.



Fig. A.8. Part of the computation tree of the TANC algorithm.
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Appendix A. Correctness of the algorithm for dominance test

This section describes the details and correctness of the algorithm to compute the value of the dominance test (Fig. 3). The
idea of the algorithm to evaluate Eq. (9) is to combine the computations that are performed separately in the children of each
variable and then to propagate the best possible solution to their sole parent. We ignore the arcs from C because we look for
pðyjc1Þ ¼mind

c1
Y

pðyjc1Þ and �pðyjc2Þ ¼ maxd
c2
Y

pðyjc2Þ, that is, the actual root variable C is observed. The computation starts on
the leaves and follows in a bottom-up idea. At each variable Xi, the goal is to obtain the joint probability p(yr(i)|yi,c) of its
descendants conditional on yi

7 (c equals c1 or c2 depending whether it is the minimization or the maximization). This evalu-
ation is done for all possible completions dc1

Xi
and it is optimized over the completions of the children. The result is stored in a

cache /iðd
c1
Xi
Þ. Fig. A.8 shows part of a network. At Xj1 , the joint probabilities pðyrðikÞjyik

; cÞ of every child Xik 2 Kj1 (for every pos-
sible completion of that sub-tree) are already computed. So, they are combined to obtain pðyrðj1Þjyj1

; cÞ, for every possible com-
pletion of Xj1 . We perform such idea for each j1, . . . , jt, obtaining the probabilities pðyrðj1Þjyj1

; cÞ; . . . ;pðyrðjtÞjyjt
; cÞ that are then

made available to the parent Xp, where the computations are analogous but using the information obtained from Xj1 and its
siblings. The process goes through the tree structure until reaching the root.

Suppose that the root variables (if C is not considered) are X1, . . . ,Xr. So,
7 yi 2
pðyjc1Þ ¼
Yr

j¼1

pðyjjc1Þ � pðyrðjÞjyj; c1Þ
� 	

¼
Yr

j¼1

pðyjjc1Þ �
Y

Xi2Kj

pðyijyj; c1ÞpðyrðiÞjyi; c1Þ

0
@

1
A;
and, in general
min
d

c1
Y

pðyrðjÞjyj; c1Þ ¼min
d

c1
Y

Y
Xi2Kj

pðyijyj; c1ÞpðyrðiÞjyj; c1Þ

0
@

1
A: ðA1Þ
Now, when we complete the variable Xj, the children Kj have separable computations. They are separable because the
counts n that appear in the children of Xj are independent of each other as they concern disjoint subsets of variables (the
structure is a tree, so XrðiÞ \ Xrði0 Þ ¼ ; for Xi;Xi0 2 Kj, with i – i

0
and Xj ¼ Pi ¼ Pi0 .). The only dependent value is nc1yj

, as it ap-
pears in the denominators of distinct children of Xj (it appears in the denominator of the estimation of each p(yi|yj, c1) in Eq.
(A1)). However, nc1yj

is fixed as the problem is solved for every possible completion of Xj. Besides that, note that the terms a
are not present in this formulation because we treat them using the hidden missing instance. Hence, the overall computation
can be decomposed as
min
d

c1
Xj ;XrðjÞ

pðyrðjÞjyj; c1Þ ¼min
d

c1
Xj ;Xi

Y
Xi2Kj

pðyijyj; c1Þ � min
d

c1
Xi ;XrðiÞ

pðyrðiÞjyi; c1Þ

0
@

1
A;
which is solved for each completion of Xj in a recursive formulation: for all dc1
Xj

,

/j dc1
Xj

� 	
¼min

d
c1
Xi

Y
Xi2Kj

pðyijyj; c1Þ � min
d

c1
Xi ;XrðiÞ

pðyrðiÞjyi; c1Þ

0
@

1
A;

¼
Y

Xi2Kj

min
d

c1
Xi

pðyijyj; c1Þ � /i dc1
Xi

� 	� 	
;¼

Y
Xi2Kj

min
d

c1
Xi

nc1yiyj

nc1yj

/i dc1
Xi

� 	 !
; ðA2Þ
XXi
is used as the notation for the state of Xi that appears in the test instance.
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where /jðd
c1
Xj
Þ is assumed to be equal to one if Xj is a leaf. The maximization is analogous. An important fact in Eq. (A2) is that

it is enough to keep the best possible solution for every completion of a variable without having to record all the completions
of its descendants. This is valid because nc1yiyj

is known when the completion dc1
Xi

is given (nc1yj
was already fixed by the com-

pletion of Xj), so completions of variables in Xr(i) are irrelevant for the minimization in Eq. (A2), and it is enough to have the
best possible solution of the children /i(�) for each dc1

Xi
.

Because of that, the algorithm is implemented in a bottom-up manner so as the /’s of children are available when a given
variable is treated, which reduces the complexity of the method to be exponential in the number of missing values of only
two variables (a variable and its parent) instead of all missing values. It is worth mentioning that in the last step of the algo-
rithm, all the values /iðd

c1
Xi
Þ are computed for each variable Xi, i 6 r, that has only the class as parent. Finally, we obtain
Table B.3
Detailed results data set by data set of TANC and TANC (first 22 data sets). TAN-P and TAN-I indicate the accuracy of the Bayesian TAN when TANC is,
respectively, determinate and indeterminate. Moreover, Nf denotes the number of features, n is the number of instances and Nc is the number of classes.

Data set Nf n Nc TANCC performance TAN

Det. (%) Sg-Acc (%) SetAcc (%) Ind.Sz. Tan-P (%) Tan-I (%)

audiology 69 226 24 11.9 98.1 98.0 14.1 98.1 70.7
breast-w 9 683 2 98.1 97.8 100.0 2.0 97.8 86.1
cmc 9 1473 3 91.5 55.2 81.2 2.1 55.2 35.8
contact-lenses 4 24 3 41.7 100.0 100.0 2.7 100.0 58.3
credit 15 1000 2 91.3 76.1 100.0 2.0 76.1 46.3
credit-a 15 690 2 96.1 88.1 100.0 2.0 88.1 42.0
diabetes 6 768 2 98.6 79.1 100.0 2.0 79.1 53.3
ecoli 6 336 8 91.1 85.8 91.7 3.9 85.8 43.7
eucalyptus 17 736 5 77.9 65.0 80.2 2.3 65.0 48.0
glass 7 214 7 73.9 76.1 87.6 3.6 76.1 50.3
grub-damage 8 155 4 58.7 56.2 86.4 2.4 56.2 48.3
haberman 3 306 2 95.8 75.4 100.0 2.0 75.4 21.4
heart-c 11 303 5 25.5 96.2 80.5 4.1 96.2 76.5
heart-h 9 294 5 73.3 89.3 83.4 4.1 89.3 69.7
hepatitis 17 155 2 91.5 85.9 100.0 2.0 85.9 95.8
iris 4 150 3 98.7 94.6 100.0 2.5 94.6 50.0
kr–kp 36 3196 2 99.0 92.5 100.0 2.0 92.5 56.1
labor 11 57 2 75.3 97.5 100.0 2.0 97.5 70.8
liver-disorders 1 345 2 100.0 63.2 n.a. n.a. 63.2 n.a.
lymph 18 148 4 17.9 93.6 91.3 2.6 93.6 81.2
monks-1 6 556 2 100.0 94.6 n.a. n.a. 94.6 n.a.
monks-2 6 601 2 96.0 64.8 100.0 2.0 64.8 47.2
monks-3 6 554 2 99.6 98.0 100.0 2.0 98.0 0.0

Table B.4
Detailed results data set by data set of TANC and TAN (last 23 data sets). TAN-P and TAN-I indicate the accuracy of the Bayesian TAN when TANC is, respectively,
determinate and indeterminate. Moreover, Nf denotes the number of features, n is the number of instances and Nc is the number of classes.

Data set Nf n Nc TANCC performance TAN

Det. (%) Sg-Acc (%) SetAcc (%) Ind.Sz. Tan-P (%) Tan-I (%)

nursery 8 12960 5 94.1 93.8 80.6 2.0 93.7 71.1
optdigits 62 5620 10 57.2 99.9 99.7 5.6 99.9 87.0
optdgtBinary 63 5620 10 97.9 94.3 80.5 2.2 94.3 47.2
pasture 10 36 3 76.0 96.7 100.0 2.6 96.7 35.7
primary-tumor 17 339 22 14.9 67.9 67.3 9.1 67.9 43.9
segment 7 810 7 93.9 95.1 98.0 2.5 95.1 62.7
sol-flare_C 10 323 3 81.1 90.0 90.7 2.3 90.0 87.6
sol-flare_M 10 323 4 69.1 93.2 75.9 2.6 93.2 69.6
sol-flare_X 10 323 2 80.6 97.5 100.0 2.0 98.2 96.4
sonar 21 208 2 89.0 90.9 100.0 2.0 90.9 64.6
spect 22 267 2 87.7 83.3 100.0 2.0 83.3 68.3
splice 34 3190 3 95.8 97.2 99.6 2.1 97.2 73.1
squash-st 11 52 3 15.2 91.7 100.0 2.7 91.7 75.0
squash-unst 14 52 3 14.9 92.9 100.0 2.7 92.9 85.2
tae 2 151 3 100.0 47.0 n.a. n.a. 47.0 n.a.
vehicle 18 846 4 82.4 77.6 89.1 2.3 77.6 49.1
vowel 13 990 11 76.4 78.1 89.3 2.7 78.1 54.7
waveform 19 5000 3 92.0 83.9 99.6 2.0 83.9 64.5
wine 13 178 3 94.4 100.0 100.0 2.2 100.0 66.7
yeast 7 1484 10 95.5 60.5 72.3 3.1 60.5 29.1
zoo 16 101 7 74.8 100.0 100.0 3.6 100.0 88.0
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pðyjc1Þ ¼ /Cð�Þ ¼
Y

Xi2KC

min
d

c1
Xi

nc1yi

nc1

/i dc1
Xi

� 	� �
; ðA3Þ
and similarly for the maximization. This final step returns the desired values �pðyjc2Þ and p(y|c1), which are later multiplied by
p(c2) and p(c1), respectively, to obtain the value of the dominance test.
Appendix B. Detailed results data set by data set

Tables B.3, B.4, B.5, B.6
.5
ison of TANC and NCC data set by data set (first 22 data sets). Det denotes determinacy and d-acc denotes discounted-accuracy. Moreover, Nf denotes
ber of features, n is the number of instances and Nc is the number of classes.

set Nf n Nc TANC NCC RankTest

Det. (%) D-acc Det. (%) D-acc

ology 69 226 24 11.9 0.24 9.8 0.25 NCC
st-w 9 683 2 98.1 0.97 100.0 0.98 TIE

9 1473 3 91.5 0.54 96.5 0.52 TIE
act-lenses 4 24 3 41.7 0.64 66.7 0.80 NCC
it 15 1000 2 91.3 0.74 96.9 0.75 TIE
it-a 15 690 2 96.1 0.87 98.3 0.87 TIE
etes 6 768 2 98.6 0.79 99.7 0.78 TIE

6 336 8 91.1 0.81 92.2 0.83 TIE
lyptus 17 736 5 77.9 0.59 75.5 0.53 TANC

7 214 7 73.9 0.64 72.4 0.65 TIE
-damage 8 155 4 58.7 0.47 58.7 0.47 TIE
rman 3 306 2 95.8 0.74 95.8 0.74 TIE
t-c 11 303 5 25.5 0.39 20.4 0.35 TIE
t-h 9 294 5 73.3 0.71 77.5 0.72 TIE
titis 17 155 2 91.5 0.83 94.8 0.84 TIE

4 150 3 98.7 0.94 98.0 0.94 TIE
p 36 3196 2 99.0 0.92 98.8 0.88 TANC
r 11 57 2 75.3 0.86 90.0 0.93 NCC
-disorders 1 345 2 100.0 0.63 100.0 0.63 TIE
h 18 148 4 17.9 0.47 58.2 0.69 NCC

ks-1 6 556 2 100.0 0.95 100.0 0.75 TANC
ks-2 6 601 2 96.0 0.64 96.7 0.61 TIE
ks-3 6 554 2 99.6 0.98 100.0 0.96 TIE

.6
ison of TANC and NCC data set by data set (last 23 data sets). Det denotes determinacy and d-acc denotes discounted-accuracy. Moreover, Nf denotes the
of features, n is the number of instances and Nc is the number of classes.

set Nf n Nc TANC NCC RankTest

Det. (%) D-acc Det. (%) D-acc

ery 8 12960 5 94.1 0.91 99.7 0.90 TIE
igits 62 5620 10 57.2 0.68 96.1 0.92 NCC
gtBinary 63 5620 10 97.9 0.93 98.8 0.89 TANC
ure 10 36 3 76.0 0.82 81.7 0.88 TIE
ary-tumor 17 339 22 14.9 0.19 10.7 0.20 TIE
ent 7 810 7 93.9 0.92 95.7 0.93 TIE
are_C 10 323 3 81.1 0.80 85.4 0.81 TIE
are_M 10 323 4 69.1 0.75 71.1 0.76 TIE
are_X 10 323 2 80.6 0.88 93.2 0.92 TIE
r 21 208 2 89.0 0.86 96.6 0.84 TIE
t 22 267 2 87.7 0.79 95.2 0.79 TIE
e 34 3190 3 95.8 0.95 99.1 0.96 TIE
sh-st 11 52 3 15.2 0.45 46.8 0.59 NCC
sh-unst 14 52 3 14.9 0.45 46.9 0.69 NCC

2 151 3 100.0 0.47 92.7 0.46 TIE
cle 18 846 4 82.4 0.71 93.3 0.63 TANC
el 13 990 11 76.4 0.68 76.6 0.64 TANC
form 19 5000 3 92.0 0.81 99.3 0.81 TIE

13 178 3 94.4 0.97 97.8 0.99 TIE
t 7 1484 10 95.5 0.59 97.0 0.59 TIE

16 101 7 74.8 0.83 80.6 0.88 NCC
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